Use of nuclear stiffness in search for a maximum hardness principle and for the softest states along the chemical reaction path: a new formula for the energy third derivative gamma.
Nuclear stiffness, expressed as a hardness derivative, appears to be a good measure of the slope of global hardness. The authors analyze molecular states for which hardness has a maximum value. Maximum hardness principle (MHP) has been discussed. At the ground state hardness function does not obtain a maximum value versus spatial coordinates within a constant number of electrons (N), but is so within constant chemical potential (mu) constraint. The authors apply this feature to evaluate an energy third derivative (gamma). MHP has been analyzed via symmetry considerations of nuclear stiffness and nuclear reactivity. Nuclear stiffness has been also applied to study the hardness profile for a chemical reaction. In this case, the authors seek molecular states for which hardness is at a minimum. They have examined systems for which they have recently obtained regional chemical potentials [P. Ordon and A. Tachibana, J. Mol. Model. 11, 312 (2005); J. Chem. Sci. 117, 583 (2005)]. The transition state is found not to be the softest along the chemical reaction path. Nuclear stiffness reflects well the softest conformation of a molecule, which has been found independently along the intrinsic reaction coordinate profile. Electronic energy-density [A. Tachibana, J. Mol. Mod. 11, 301 (2005)] has been used to visualize the reactivity difference between the softest state and the transition state.